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To all vihom if nal concern:

Be it known that I, MoRRISF. SMITH, a citi
zen of the United States, and a resident of
Philadelphia, in the county of Philadelphia
and State of Pennsylvania, have invented cer
tain new and useful Improvements in Gas-Op
erated Machine-Guns, of which the following
is a specification.
."
My invention relates to improved means
I. ? whereby a reciprocating motion is developed
from the pressure of powder-gases to operate
automatic or semi-automatic machine-guns,
also to an improved construction of breech
closing bolt and its operating connections,
15

which, though applicable to some other guns,
is designed more particularly for the class of
machine-guns referred to, and also to means

whereby the reciprocating motion referred to

2?

is utilized to feed the fixed ammunition to be
used.

In carrying out my invention I employ a
cylinderhaving communication through a con
trollable gas-port on the forward part of the
gun-barrel; a piston in said cylinder against
25 which the pressure of powder-gases developed
by firing is exerted between the time the pro
jectile passes the port and leaves the muzzle
of the gun, whereby the projectile acts as a
valve for said port; a return-spring compressed
by the gas-pressure and giving back work
when said pressure is released, and a suitable
piston-rod extending rearwardly from the pis
ton, providing a connection through which the
reciprocating action of the gas-pressure and
35 the spring is transmitted to the parts to be
operated, a yielding or cushioning connection
being interposed between the piston and its
rod to absorb the shock of the suddenly-intro
duced gas-pressure at the time of firing.
For the breech-closure I employ a recipro
cating breech-bolt for opening and closing the
breech, which breech - bolt has a movement
bodily in a direction at an angle (preferably
perpendicular or substantially perpendicular)
45 to the longitudinal reciprocation for locking
and uillocking the bolt in its closed position,
the bolt being provided with locking means
on oppositesides thereoforat diametrically op

posite points thereon, (preferably, though not

necessarily, the horizontally-presented sides.)
which locking means, conveniently made in

the form of lugs or projections on the bolten
gaging in locking and guiding grooves in the
inner walls of the receiver, serves not only to
lock the bolt, but also to guide it in its trans 55
verse and longitudinal movements, these move
ments being imparted to the bolt by the recip
rocatingrod through the medium of a cam con
nection which moves the bolt transversely

when it is confined longitudinally and imparts
longitudinal movement when the locking-lugs
are in that portion of the grooves which pre
vents the bolts moving transversely. The fir
ing-pin is pushed back by the part of the
stroke of the reciprocating rod which unlocks
the bolt and is held throughout the opening
and closing movements of the breech-bolt, so
as to prevent premature firing--that is to say,
to delay detonation of the cartridge until the
bolt is seated in its locked position-the firing
pin being still in its retracted position when

the bolt reaches its foremost position and be
ing retained in retracted position thereafter
until the bolt moves transversely to its seat
under continued forward movement of the rod, 75
at which time a projection on the firing-pin
passes below a retaining-face, by which it is . .

engaged, and comes opposite a longitudinal
jected under the action of its own spring to
detonate the cartridge or, if a sear is used, as
in the case of Semi-automatic guns, to permit
the firing-pin to be caught by said sear to be
released by pulling the trigger.
For automatically feeding the gun ammu
nition is placed in a suitable magazine or hop
per, which feeds it toward the receiver, (in

channel, which permits the firing-pinto be pro

the present instance by gravity, though it.
might be by some of the other well-known de
vices,) in which magazine or hopper is ar
ranged a gate which releases one cartridge
and intercepts the remainder by its oscilla
tion, the oscillation being controlled by a trans

versely-reciprocating block having cam con

nections with the breech-bolt and suitable con 95

trolling connections with a trunnion of the
gate, preferably by a pinion on the trunnion
and a rack on the block.
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My invention will now be described and plug 16, threaded into the forward end of the
piston-rod 17 and confined within said plug
y For purposes of illustration my invention is by
the head 19, an absorbing-spring 20 being
shown in the accompanying drawings em placed
the stem 15 between the piston
bodied in a one-pounder automatic gas-oper and thearound
plug.
To impart movement to the 7?
ated machine-gun, in which drawings
reciprocating
rod
the parts with which it
Figures 1 and 1“ represent a vertical longi is connected in aand
forward
direction, I pro
tudinal section of such a gun, the breech-bolt vide a return-spring 21, surrounding
said pis
being shown in firing position in the receiver. ton-rod and confined between the shouldered
O Fig. 2 is a vertical longitudinal section, on an
16, and an adjustable collar 21" near the 75
enlarged scale, of the breech end of the gun, plug
rear
end.
of the cylinder, through which col
the actuating piston-rod being shown in ele lar the piston-rod
Works, said collar 21“ being
wation. Fig. 3 is a vertical transverse section provided with radial
21", extend
taken on the irregular line AA, Fig. 2. Fig. ing through slots 13"projections
in
the
cylinder
13 and
4 is a top plan view of the magazine or feed meshing with internal threads of an adjusting
ing-hopper on an enlarged scale; and Fig. 5 sleeve 13, which is confined between shoul
is a perspective view, on an enlarged scale, of ders
13° on the cylinder 13. By turning the
the breech-bolt.
adjusting-sleeve
13 and moving the collar 21"
While many of the features of my inven
2 o tion are applicable to a hand-operated gun or the force of spring 21 may be regulated at
will. The rear end of piston-rod 17 extends
to a semi-automatic gun, I shall describe my through
end of cylinder 13 and enters
invention as embodied in an automatic gas a slidewaythe
22,
it receives in its inter
operated machine-gun, selecting for illustra nally-threaded where
end
the
attaching-screw 24 of
tion a gun of the one-pounder type.
a
reciprocating
or
sliding
rod 23.
25 1 represents the base or standard of any ap
The
rod
23
projects
rearwardly
the
proved type, (shown broken away,) upon lower part of the receiver of the gun,intowhere
which the gun 2 is swiveled by means of the
rod is provided with an upturned arm 25,
trunnion 3, having a bearing in the head of the
carrying
upon its opposite sides cam-lugs 26,
said standard.
which
work
the cam-grooves 48 on the
4 is the bore of the gun, provided with the inner opposedinfaces
of a yoke 47, depending 95
usual cartridge-chamber 5.
centrally
from
the
breech-bolt
angle
6 represents ports formed through the gun of cam-grooves 48 is such that43.in The
the
barrel at a suitable distance back of the muz ward movement of rod 23 the cam-lugsrear
26,
zle to permit the projectile to act as a valve working in said walls, tend to elevate the
for said ports and communicating, by means breech-bolt 43, while in the forward move Od
of ports 7, formed through an attaching-block ment
of the rod 23 said lugs tend to draw the
8, with corresponding ports in a cylinder-lin breech-bolt
downward. These upward and
ing 9. The lining 9 is adjustable in the screw downward movements
place in a sub
cap 12 by means of the screw 10, threaded stantially vertical plane.takeThey
are what I
40, into said sleeve and having a shoulder 11 abut shall hereinafter term the 'locking’ and 'un
ting against the cylinder-cap in order to con locking’ movements of the breech-bolt and
trol the amount of gases admitted from the take
place while the breech-bolt is at the
bore of the gun into the chamber.
forward
limit of its movement. When the
13 represents a cylinder connected at its for breech-bolt
is moved upward as far as it can
45 ward end to the attaching-block 8 and con go, it is obvious
that continued rearward IO
taining a reciprocating piston 14 and a piston movement of the reciprocating
rod will cause
rod 17, made tubular for economy of weight the breech-bolt to move rearward,
and if the
and material. In order to absorb the shock breech-bolt is prevented from moving
verti
which would otherwise be transmitted from cally when in rear of its locking and unlocking
the piston 14 to the breech-bolt when gas due position it is obvious that the forward move I 15
to firing the gun enters through the ports 6 ment
the reciprocating rod imparts a for
and 7, the yielding or shock-absorbing con ward of
movement to the breech-bolt.
nection is introduced at some point between While I refer to the locking and unlocking
the piston and the breech-bolt, so that said movements
as being vertical movements or
55 piston cannot operate the breech-bolt directly, in substantially
vertical planes, I desire it
but only indirectly through the shock-absorb understood that these
movements may take
ing connection. I do not limit myself to any place in any other direction
or ap
form of shock-absorbing connection, but de proximately transverse to thetransverse
axis
of
the
gun.
sire it to be understood that this feature of
In
order
to
cause
the
breech-bolt
to
recip
my invention consists of a shock-absorbing rocate longitudinally under the influence of I 25
medium through which the operating element the
rod and its cam connection
of an automatic gun controls the element to whenreciprocatirig
said
breech-bolt
is in the rear of its
be operated. I prefer to use the construction forward limit of movement
or locking posi
herein shown, which consists of a stem 15, se tion and also to compel it to receive
afore
65 cured to the piston, working in a shouldered said transverse movement from saidthe
cam con
illustrated in detail.
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nection when it is at the forward limit of its arm 51. The arm 51 overlaps the arm 25 on 65

the reciprocating rod 23 sufficiently to cause
movement, I provide the inner walls of the 'engagement
between these parts, so that the
receiver of the gun with intersecting longi
portion
of
the
movement of the rod
tudinal and transverse grooves, guideways, or 23 which causesrearward
upward movement in the
channels and the breech-bolt with coöperat breech-bolt 43 andthewhich
consequently results
ing lugs, these channels and lugs being pref in relative movement between
the rod and bolt,
erably at diametrically opposite points or forces
the
firing-pin
49
rearward
to its cocked
upon oppositesides with respect to the breech
bolt and being multiplied in both longitudinal position, after which continued rearward
O and transverse series, so that the breech-bolt movement of the rod 23 imparts the opening
is nicely balanced and accurately directed in movement to the breech-bolt. When the rod
its movements. I have shown the walls of 23 moves forward to impart the closing move
ment to the breech-bolt, its relative position
the receiver provided with three longitudinal in
grooves 27 28 29, extending forwardly from the breech-bolt is not changed until the lat
reaches its forward limit and begins to de
5 the rear limit of the breech-bolt's movement, ter
to its locked position. This downward
and three intersecting transverse channels 30 scend
31 32 near the forward limit of said move movement of the breech-bolt, at which time

7?

75

the rod 23 moves forward therein, causes the
arm 50 on the firing-pin to enter the vertical
portion of a slot 34" in one of the ribs between
the longitudinal grooves and to engage be
hind a shoulder 33, formed by said slot. The
in the longitudinal and transverse grooves. arm
50 remains in engagement with the shoul

ment and upon the breech-bolt coöperating
lugs or projections, (numbered 33" to 41", in
clusive,) grouped in three longitudinal and
three transverse series, so as to fit accurately

This disposition of the lugs on the breech
bolt causes the latter to move smoothly in the
25 guiding-grooves, and the central disposition
of the depending yoke 47 avoids throwing the
block out of balance as it is moved by the re
ciprocating rod. The intersection of the trans
verse grooves with the ribs between the lon
30 gitudinal grooves forms locking - shoulders,
(numbered consecutively 33 to 41, inclusive,
and respectively corresponding im position to
and sustaining the lugs numbered 33" to 41",
inclusive, when the breech-boltis in its locked
35 position.) From this description of the parts
it will be obvious that in moving the breech
bolt forward from the position shown in Fig.
2 the cam-lugs 26 in the grooves 48 seek to
draw the breech-bolt downward, but the bolt
40 is guided in a longitudinal direction by the
engagement of its lugs in the grooves 27 28
29; but the moment the breech-bolt reaches
45

the forward limit of its movement, with its
forward face abutting the breech of the gun
barrel, it is permitted to move downward

under the influence of the cams 26 48 com

ing opposite the grooves 30 31 32, and con

tinued forward movement of the reciprocat
ing rod 23 relatively to the breech-bolt draws
the latter firmly down to its seat, where it
tightly closes the breech of the gun. To draw
the breech-bolt to a tight seat at the breech
of the gun, some of the lugs-for instance,
those numbered 36" and 38"--may be slightly
55 beveled on their rearward faces, or all of

der 33 until the breech - bolt completes its
downward locking movement, after which the
arm 50 will have entered the longitudinal por
tion of the groove 34" and be free to move for
ward to snap the cap, the rod 23, with its up
wardly-projecting arm25, having in the mean
time moved forwardly in the breech-bolt in
seating the latter a distance ample to permit 95
the projection of the firing-pin. In unlock
ing the breech-bolt the construction of the
cams 2648 is such that upward movement in
the breech-bolt immediately follows rearward OO
movement of the rod 23, and this at a time
when the arm 50 is beneath the shoulder 33.
To avoid jamming, the arm 50 is adapted to
swing downwardly upon the axis of the firing
pin as a center until said arrin has moved rear
wardly a sufficient distance to enter the ver to 5
tical portion of the slot 34". By referring to
Fig. 3 it will be observed that the depending
arm 51 has ample room to swing in the breech
bolt for this purpose and without moving in
either direction out of the vertical plane of I I. ?
the arm 25 on the rod 23.
In order to feed ammunition, cartridges are
placed in the hopper 52, the bottom of which
is closed by an oscillating gate 53, mounted on
trunnions 54.55, the gate being segmental and II 5
adapted to intercept the remaining cartridges
as the lowermost is released. Oscillating

movement sufficient
to release
the cartridges
successfully
is imparted
to the gate53
by a pin
ion
56
on
its
trunnion
55,
engaged
by
a trans
such lugs may be so beveled, if desired.
versely-reciprocating toothed block 57, which
42 represents a buffer, of rubber or other carries
on its under face an angularly-disposed
suitable resilient material, which arrests the
rearward movement of the breech-bolt.

49 represents a firing-pin, which may be of

groove 58, engaged by a pin 59 in the top of the
breech-bolt. As the pin 59 moves longitudi
nally of the gun, the angle of the groove 58 is
sufficient to cause a transverse movement of
the block 57, and this in turn imparts the OS

any apri )ved construction, suitably mounted
in the breech-bolt, with a projecting spring
and carrying at its rear end a laterally-pro
jecting arm 50 and a downwardly-projecting cillating movement through pinion 56 to the
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gate 53. As each cartridge is released it drops
upon a pair of arresting-studs 32 on opposite
sides of the receiver, the projectile resting
upon the shelf in rear of the gun-breech. As
5 the movements of the parts are timed to de
posit the cartridge in this position as the
breech-bolt passes beyond the vertical line of
the hopper, the return movement of the breech
bolt will force the cartridge into the gun.
to After firing, the cartridge-shell will be with
drawn by a suitable extractor of any known
construction and by its weight will pass be
neath studs 32 and drop out of the gun, the

rod 23 having a central opening 23" (indicated
15 Sage.
by dotted lines in Fig. 3) to permit its pas

movement at an angle to the longitudinal move- 65

ment, and locking and guiding means on op

posite sides of the bolt, consisting of inter
Secting grooves corresponding in directions

to the movements of the bolt, and coöperat
ing projections working in said grooves; a 7o
plurality of said projections being provided
in the direction of the longitudinal movement
to maintain the alinement of the bolt in its
opening and closing movement.
8. In a gun, the combination of a breech- 75
bolt having a longitudinally - reciprocating
opening and closing, and a bodily locking and
unlocking movement, and locking and guid
ing means on opposite sides of the bolt, con
sisting of intersecting grooves corresponding 8o ,
in direction respectively to the opening and
closing and to the locking and unlocking
movements, and coöperating projections work

Having thus described the invention, the fol
lowing is what is claimed as new therein:
1. In a gun, a breech - bolt reciprocating
2O therein to open and close the breech, having ing in said grooves; a plurality of said pro
a transverse movement to lock and unlock the
being provided in the line of the 85
bolt, and having locking means at opposite jections
locking
and
movement to maintain
points thereon, whereby the bolt is balanced the alinementunlocking
of
the
bolt
during
such move
in its locked relation.
ment.
-2 5 2. In a gun, a breech-bolt having a longi 9. In a gun, the combination of a breech
tudinal movement to open and close the breech, bolt having a longitudinally-reciprocating 9o
and a transverse movement to lock and un opening
closing, and a bodily locking and
lock it, and locking lugs or projections at op unlockingandmovement,
locking and guid
posite points on the bolt, whereby the lock ing means on opposite and
sides
of the bolt, con
3o ing effect is balanced.
sisting of intersecting grooves corresponding
3. In a gun, a breech-bolt having a longi in
direction respectively to the opening and 95
tudinal movement to open and close the breech closing
and to the locking and unlocking
and a transverse movement to lock and un movements,
and coöperating projections work
lock the bolt, and locking and guiding lugs or ing in said grooves;
plurality of said pro
35 projections at opposite points on the bolt en jections being provideda in
the line of the open
gaging in longitudinal and transverse ways in ing and closing movement,
and also in the Ioo
the gun for locking and guiding the bolt in line of the locking and unlocking
movement,
- its respective movements.
to
maintain
the
alinement
of
the
bolt
during
4. In a gun, a longitudinally-reciprocating such movements.
4o breech-bolt moving bodily at an angle to its 10. In combination with a gun, a breech-bolt
longitudinal movement to lock and unlock it, having a longitudinal movement to open and (OS
and having locking means at diametrically close
and a movement transverse
opposite points thereon, engaging in locking theretotheforbreech,
locking and unlocking the bolt in
and guiding grooves.
closed position; these relatively moving parts
45 5. In a gun, a breech-bolt having a longi engaging
by lugs on one part, and intersect
tudinal opening and closing movement, and a ing longitudinal
transverse grooves on
bodily locking and unlocking movement at an the other part in and
which
are guided
angle thereto, and balancing locking and guid in the opening and closingtheandlugs
in
the
locking
ing means on opposite faces thereof.
and
unlocking
movements
respectively.
5 o 6. In a gun, a breech-bolt having a longi 11. In a gun, the combination of a breech
tudinal opening and closing movement and a bolt having an opening and closing, and a 1. I5
bodily locking and unlocking movement at locking and unlocking movement andlocking
an angle to its longitudinal movement, lock and
means on opposite sides of the
ing and guiding means whereby the bolt is bolt, guiding
consisting
of a plurality of grooves cor
55 locked and guided in the adjacent portion of responding in direction
to the opening and
the gun located at diametrically opposite closing movement, a plurality
of intersecting
points with respect to the bolt; said locking grooves corresponding to the locking
and un
means consisting each of intersecting grooves locking movement, a plurality of lugs
or
corresponding in direction to the movements projections engaging in the grooves which
6o of the bolt and projections coöperating with guide the opening and closing movement, and
said groove.
a plurality of lugs engaging in the grooves
7. In a gun, the combination of a breech in the line of the locking and unlocking move J 25
bolt having longitudinal opening and closing ment.
movement, and a locking and an unlocking 12. In a gun, the combination of a breech
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in said receiver, the cartridge-magazine.
bolt having on opposite sides thereof a plu dinally
cartridges to said receiver, the oscil
rality of series of lugs or projections arranged feeding
lating
gate
in said magazine, the transversely
in longitudinal and also in transverse lines
part controlling the oscillation
on the bolt, and a corresponding number of reciprocating
of
Said
gate,
and
a cam connection between
series of grooves in the gun receiving said
breech-bolt and the transversely-recipro
lugs or projections with thétransversegrooves the
part actuating the latter as the breech
intersecting the longitudinal grooves, where cating
bolt
reciprocates.
by the bolt may receive its respective move ' 19. In a gun, the combination of the re
ments successively.
the breech-bolt reciprocating in said 75
13. In combination with a gun, a breech-bolt. ceiver,
O
receiver,
cartridge-magazine feeding car
moving longitudinally therein to open and tridges tothe
said
receiver, the gate oscillating in
close the breech and transversely therein to said receiver, the
pinion controlling the os
lock and unlock the bolt; said bolt engaging cillation of said gate,
transversely-recip
the receiver by a longitudinal series of lugs rocating toothed blockthe
engaging
pinion
on one part engaging in longitudinal grooves and having a cam-groove therein,said
and
pin
on the other part to guide the bolt in its lon carried by the breech-bolt engaging saidacam
gitudinal movement and in a series of trans groove.
verse grooves on said other part to lock and 20. In a gun, the combination of the re
unlock the bolt; said lugs being of different ceiver, the breech-bolt reciprocating in said
2 ? dimensions to insure their return to the cor
and carrying a firing-pin, the oper
responding transverse groove on completing | receiver
ating
connections
for imparting movements
the14.forward
movement of the bolt.
the breech-bolt, a groove in the side of the
In a gun, the combination with a recip to
having a transverse and a longitudi
rocating rod, having a cam, and a breech-bolt receiver
nal
portion,
a projection on the firing-pin en- .
moving bodily in a transverse direction for tering the transverse
portion of Said groove 90
locking and unlocking and moving longitudi as the breech-bolt reaches
its forward posi-.
nally for opening and closing and having a tion, and passing into the longitudinal
groove in which said cam works to impart the tion as the breech-bolt reaches its seat. por
locking and unlocking movement to the 21. In a gun, the combination of the re
breech-bolt, and the opening and closing move
the breech-bolt having a longitudinal 95
ment thereto, and suitable locking means for ceiver,
and a transverse movement in said
said bolt; the cam-groove being disposed at an movement
receiver, the reciprocating rod imparting
intermediate point on the bolt, whereby the movement
to said breech-bolt, the firing-pin
bolt is substantially balanced in the locking in the breech-bolt
cocked by the reciprocating OG)
and
unlocking
movement
imparted
thereto.
35
rod,
having
a
projection
and a groove
15. In a gun, the combination of a recipro in the side of the receiverthereon,
having
transverse
cating rod, a breech-bolt having locking and a horizontal portion in whicha the
projec
means on opposite sides thereof, and moving tion on the firing-pin enters, said pin entering
transversely to lock and unlock the bolt and the transverse portion as the bolt reaches its
longitudinally to open and close the breech, forward limit and passing into the longitudi
and a cam connection between the reciprocat nal portion to detonate the cartridge when
ing rod and the breech-bolt transmitting a the bolt reaches its seat.
bodily transverse movement to the bolt in lock 22. In an automatic machine-gun, the com
ing and unlocking it.
bination of the breech-bolt having a firing
45 16. In a gas-actuated machine-gun, the com pin, the reciprocating rod actuating the breech O
bination of a breech - bolt having locking bolt to open and close the breech and engag
means on opposite sides thereof, moving bod ing
firing-pin to cock it by a motion rela
ily in a transverse direction to lock and unlock tive the
to
the
breech-bolt, a projection on said
the breech-bolt and in a longitudinal direc firing-pin, an
on the re l I5
tion to open and close the breech, and gas-ac ceiver adjacentarresting-shoulder
to
the
forward
position
of the
tuated reciprocating rod, having a cam con breech-bolt, maintaining the firing -pin
nection with an intermediate point on the bolt cocked position as the breech-bolt moves in
to
for the purpose set forth.
seat, but releasing said firing-pin as the
17 Inagas-operated machine-gun, the com its
breech-bolt reaches its seat.
55 bination with the receiver, having vertical and
23. In an automatic machine-gun, the conn I 2 O
longitudinal grooves therein, a breech-bolt bination
of the receiver, the breech-lbolt hav
having lugs working in said vertical and lon
a locking movement and a closing nove
gitudinal groove, and a gas-actuated recipro ing
ment in said receiver, as well as lotions for
cating rod having a cam connection through unlocking
and opening the sune, a firing-pin 5
fo which it imparts the movements of the bolt
novable
in
said breec?u-bolt, ale having a pro
permitted by the engagement of the lugs in jection thereon,
a slot in the wali of the re'the grooves.
';
having a vertical portion anel a longi
18. In a gun, the combination of the re ceiver
ceive, the breech-bolt reciprocating longitu tudinal portion in which the projection on the
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firing-pin engages as the breech-bolt reaches slot as the breech-bolt is seated so as to per- Io
its forward limit, and a reciprocating rod en mit the projection of the firing-pin to fire the
gaging the firing-pin to retract it, and also gun.
moving the breech-bolt; the reciprocating rod The foregoing specification signed this 26th
continuing its movement to seat the bolt, after day of November, 1902.
it reaches its forward limit, and the projec
MORRIS F. SMITH.
tion on the firing-pin engaging in the vertical In presence of part of the slot during said seating movement
WILLIAM D. CoNEIT,
and entering the longitudinal portion of the
J. R. MCQUIGG.

